On-line bioelectric impedance during haemodialysis: monitoring of body fluids and cell membrane status.
We have measured by a computed integrated system (BIA 109, RJL AKERN) the changes of bio-impedance (BI) deriving from a tetrapolar system working on 800 microA, 50 kHz current, in 23 haemodialysed patients. Resistance (R) and reactance (Xc) have been continuously monitored during haemodialysis in each patient. Resistance was strictly inversely correlated to the decrease of body weight (r = 0.82). Also, Xc increased almost constantly. In most of the patients the increase of Xc was proportionally greater than R, resulting in an increase of phase angle (PA). However, Xc showed a transient decrease in response to seven severe symptomatic hypotensive episodes, whereas R maintained the increasing trend, causing a sharp reduction of phase angle. As Xc is an expression of storage of electrical charge by the cells acting as condensers, and phase angle quantifies the active capacitive component in relation to passive electrical resistance, these parameters may be important to evaluate cell membrane function. In fact, the univocal increase of R, Xc and phase angle observed during normal unevenful haemodialysis probably indicates improvement of cellular activities due to the depurative treatment. On the contrary, the transient reduction of Xc and phase angle observed during hypotensive crises may be an expression of cellular distress because of a too rapid ultrafiltration.